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1. Navier-Stokes equation system 
The N a vier-Stokes equation system describing vertical two-dimensional un-
steady flow for viscous incompressible fluid has the following form (see [1]-[5]) 
au au au .1 ap 
·- + u-· - + w- + -- = vf.u, 
at ax az pax 
aw aw aw 1 ap 
-+u- +w- + -- = vf.w, 
at ax az paz 
au aw 
ax+ az = o, 
(1.1) 
where-x, z are coordinate axes, (u,w) is the velocity vector, p- the pressure, p-
the density, v - the kinematic viscosity, t. = 0 2 + 
0
2 • ax oz 
It is well known that, the equation system (1.1) with the initial condition 
U1(x,z,O) = Uf(x,z), 
where 
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and the boundary conditions on the boundary aG of the region in consideration 
G: 
.U1(x,z,t)j = 0 8G 
has the unique solution in the space of generalised functions (see [1], [2)}. 
The determination of pressure p from equation (1.1} is very difficult. To 
avoid it, the artificial compression component is added to the continuity equation 
of (1.1). Then we obtain the following equation system (see [3), [4)}. (Let us take 
p = 1) 
au au au· ap 
- +u- +w- +- = vl:l.u, at ax az ax 
aw aw aw ap 
- + u- + w- +- = vl:l.w, at az az az 
ap au aw- 0 
at+ ax+ az- . 
(1.2} 
In actual fact, it is difficult to give all 2 boundary conditions at any part of 
the boundary. 
To overcome this insufficiency of given boundary conditions, at the neigh-
borhood of the part of boundary, where all the 2 boundary conditions can not 
be given, we consider the following modified Navier-Stokes equation system for 
determining the solution values on this part of boundary. 
2. Modified Navier-Stokes equation system {1.2) 
Let the right hand side of the equation system (1.2) be known. For example, 
their values were taken at the previous time step, or the fluid is inviscous (v = 0). 
Then we obtain the following equation system 
au au au ap 
- + u- + w- +- = ¢1, at ax az ax 
aw aw aw .ap 
- + u- + w- +- = ¢2, at ax az az 
where ¢ 1 , ¢ 2 are known functions. 
ap au aw 
-+-+-=0, at ax az 
The system (2.1) may be written in the vectorial form: 
au au au 
-+A-.-+ B- = !I>, at ax az 
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(2.1) 
(2.2} 
where 
The system (2.1) is quasilinear hyperbolic equation system. Really, the matrix 
A.= s 1A+s2B, where s 1 , s 2 are real numbers and s~+s~ of 0, has three different 
real eigen values: 
It is well know that (see [6], [7]) the boundary problem of linear symmetric 
hyperbolic equation system 
av -av -av D-+A-+B-=F, at ax az (2.3) 
where D, A, B are symmetric matrices and D > 0, has a solution if, besides the 
initial conditions the number of given boundary conditions is equal to one of the 
negative eigen-values >.i of the matrix An = nzA + n 2 B, where (nz, nz) is the 
external normal vector ofthe boundary aG. 
In addition, the equation system (2.3) has the unique solution continuously 
depending on the initial conditions and on the right-hand side if the boundary 
conditions are dissipative. 
The boundary condition is said to be dissipative if any vector V satisfying 
this condition has to satisfy the following inequality 
I I ([ntD + nzA + nzB]V, V)dS?: 0, 
s 
(2.4) 
where S = aG X [0, T], (nt, nz, nz) is the external normal vector of the surface S. 
In the case, when the boundary ac is fixed, then nt = 0 and inequality (2.4) 
may be replaced by the following inequality 
(2.5) 
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Let us take in the equation system (2.3) 
V = ( ~~) , D = E = ( ~ ~ ~) , A = ( ~ ~ 
V3 0 0 1 1 0 
where u and w are knowri values. 
It is easy to verify that, the eigen values of the matrix An = nzA + nyB are 
A _ 'Wn- .../7S. 
3- 2 ' (2.6) 
where ~=w~+4. 
From (2.6) one deduces the number of boundary conditions which is necessary 
to be given on the boundary for equation system (2.3), (2.3a) 
a- At the inflow boundary (wn < 0) it is necessary to give two conditions 
b-At the outflow boundary (wn > 0) only one condition is required 
c- At the solid boundary (wn = 0) one condition is needed. 
Now we find the dissipative boundary conditions for the equation system (2.3), 
(2.3a) by the same method as in [10]. 
Putting 
where W = 
we have 
(WI) (nz :: ' p = ~z 
V=PW, 
P* = p-1 = p 
' 
where P* is the transposed matrix of P and 
(2.7) 
(AnV,V) = (AnPW,PW) = (P*AnPW,W) = (AnV,V), (2.8) 
where 
The eigen-values of the matrix An are 
A _ 'Wn- .../7S. 
3- 2 ' (2.9) 
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1ere 6. = w; + 4 and their corresponding eigen vectors are 
_ (o) _ twn:VK) (wn~VK) Z1 - 1 , Z2 ""' __ 0 , Za = 0 , 0 
2/a 2/b 
1ere a= V(wn + .;iS.) 2 + 4, b = V(wn- ...fEY +4. 
Denoting 
Z = (Z1, Zz, Za) = ( ~ Wn ~ .jiS. _wn:::.._-...,...~...:.....;iS._A) , 
· 0 2/a 2/b 
is well known that for symmetric matrix An we have 
b.ere z· is the transport matrix of z. 
Putting 
W=ZT, 
here T = (t1 , T . t 2 , t 3 ) , from (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) one deduces 
here 
(AS,V) = (AnW,W) = (AnZT,ZT) = (z•XnZT,T) 
= (AT, T) = .\1ti + .\zt~ + .Xat~, 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Wn + .jiS. Wn - ...(;5. 
w1 = tz + b ta, 
. a 
Wz = tl> 
2 2 
wa = -;;_tz + 1/a. 
(2.13) 
Using (2.9) and (2.12) we seek the boundary conditions so that any vector V 
ttisfying this condition verifies the following inequality 
(2.14) 
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These boundary conditions are: 
1. At the inflow boundary (wn < 0) 
a. The condition pair 
W2 = 0, 
Wn +..(E. 
w 1 + wa = 0 2 
(2.15) 
is dissipative because of (2.13) { 
!t = 0, . 
and the inequality (2.14) is satisfied. 
ta = 0 · 
b. The condition pajr 
{ aa ( ..[li- Wn ) W2 ± 2.,fli WI + 2 W3 = 0, ( b(wn + .,fli) · ..[li- Wn) ( -b ± af3)w1 + 2 ± a/3 2 wa = 0 
is also dissipative if a and /3 satisfy the inequality 
Wna2 + Wn + .,fli + Wn - ..[li a2 > 0. 
2 2 I' -
2. At the outflow boundary (wn > 0). 
Each of the following two boundary conditions is dissipative 
..[li + Wn 
a. -w1 + 2 wa = 0 
(2.16) 
because of (2.13): ta = 0 and (2.14) is satisfied. 
b. wa = 0 (2.17) 
because of (2.13): t 2 = -~t3 , ~ > 1 so (2.14) is satisfied. 
Now we consider the transformation 
v = u -IIi, (2.18) 
where 
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and \<'1, TJh 11 are functions of variables (x,z,t). These functions have continuous 
first-order derivatives and have the following properties. On any part (a;, b;) of 
the boundary aG~ 
• If the boundary condition is Wn =cp then~Qtf(a,,b,) = I<'· 
• If the boundary condition is w. = TJ then TJ1f ( . b·) = TJ· 
a,, ' -+-
• If the boundary condition is p = 1 then 11f(a;,b;)= I· {2.19) 
• If the boundary condition is p- Wn =X then {II -I<' I) I (a;,b;) =X· 
If th b d d"t" . wn + ~ . . f h 
• e oun ary con 1 Ion IS 
2 
p - Wn = t en 
( Wn + ..;t;,. . ) I 2 II -I<'! (a;,b;) =f. 
Putting (2.18) into the linearized equation system {2.2) with the coefficient 
matrixes A, B, where u, w are known values of the previous time step tk, we 
obtain the equation system (2.3), {2.3a) 
av -av -av 
ot +A ox + B oz = F, {2.3) 
where 
oif! -oif! -oif! F='P- --A--B- · at ax az 
The linearized equation system {2.2) and the equation system (2.3) are equiv-
alent. If the linearized system {2.2) has a unique solution continuously depending 
on the initial condition and on the right-hand side, the system (2.3) has also a 
unique solution that continuously depends on the initial condition and on the 
right-hand side, and vice versa. 
The solution is now said to satisfy the· c-property if it continuously depends 
on the initial condition and on the right-hand side. 
From this we can show the boundary conditions under which the linearized 
boundary value problem {2.2) has unique solution satisfying the c-property. 
In fact, from (2. 7) and {2.18) one deduces: 
W = p-Iv = PV = P(U- if!)= PU- i¥1, 
where 
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I 
~ 
Therefore 
=Wn-'Pl• 
= w.- 'Til. 
= p- ~1· 
1. At the inflow boundary (wn < 0) 
{ 
W 8 =Tj, 
The condition pair ..{F.+ Wn 
(2.20) 
ensure that the linearized 
- Wn + -----:-
2
--p = f 
boundary problem (2.2) has a unique solution satisfying the c-property. Indeed, 
from (2.19), (2.20) one deduces (2.15) which is dissipative for the equation system 
(2.3). 
2. At the outflow boundary (wn > 0) 
Each of the following two boundary conditions ensures that the linearized 
boundary problem (2.2) has a unique solution satisfying the c-property 
a. 
b. 
because the corresponding boundary condition (2.16) and (2.17) for the system 
(2.3) are dissipative. 
We consider the simple case, where the flow is very slow and the convective 
( au au) ( aw aw) components u ax + w az ' u ax + w az are very small in comparison with 
the other ones. Omitting the high order of the small components or bringing them 
to the right-hand side and considering them as known, using their values at the 
previous time step tk, we obtain the equation system 
au au au 
at +AM ax +EM az = >It, (2.21) 
where 
U=(;). c 0 ~) ' 0 0 D· A - 0  B = 0 M- M 1 0 1 
Equation system (2.21) is also a quasilinear equation of hyperbolic type. The 
matrix A~ = n,AM +nzBM has the following three eigen-values: .>..7 = 0, >..~ = 1, 
M 
.>.. 3 = -1. Therefore at any of the boundary type for the linearized boundary 
problem (2.21) it is necessary to give only one boundary condition. 
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By an argument analogous to that used for the equation system (2.2) we get 
boundary conditions for the linearized equation system (2.21), which has a unique 
solution satisfying the c-property. In fact, each of the following three boundary 
conditions ensures the-uniqueness-of a-solution-satisfying the c~property 
a. p- Wn =X, 
b. = cp, 
c. p = ~-
3. Complementary equations on the boundary 
In order to determine the three unknown function u, w, p on the boundary 
aG, where only one or two boundary conditions are given, it is necessary to con-
struct some complementary equations, which combining with the given boundary 
conditions give a close equation system for determining the functions u, w, p on 
the boundary. 
Let u; and fi (i = 1, 2, 3) are left eigen values and corresponding left eigen 
vectors of the matrix A of the equation system (2.2) we have 
f'· (~u +A au) = f'· (au + u· au) = f'· (du) 
' at ax ' at . • ax • dt ., 
Denoting 
0 1 0 
0= (~) 1 0 VKA-u - 2 Ak= u 2 +4, 
1 0 VKA+u 
2 
from (2.2) it yields 
Bau =.P-(au +Aau)=.P-n-ln(au +Aau) 
az at ax at ax 
= .P- n-ljjr; (~~) J , (3.1) 
where ~ (dU) Tl -dt •• 
jjr;(~~)J = ~ (dU) T2-dt "2 
~ (dU) T3-dt •• 
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t 
I 
! 
By an analogous argument one deduces: 
A au = q;- Q-llloi (du) II , 
ax dt z; (3.2) 
where /Lj and iJj (j = 1, 2, 3) are left eigen values and their corresponding left 
eigen vectors of the matrix B .in (2.2) 
(du) au au dt z· =at +J-Lj az' 
' 
1 0 
Q=(~~)= 0 1 
0 1 
0 
,fi5:B- w 
2 
' 
,fi5:B + w 
-
2 
Putting (3.1), (3.2) into (2.2) we get (see [8], [9]) 
_ (dU) 
!I! -dt z, 
_ (dU) 
!12 -dt z, 
_ (dU) !13 -dt z, 
l::iB = w 2 + 4. 
~~ + q;- o-IIIfi(~~) J- Q-llloj(~~)JI = o, 
where 
~+u ~-u 1 0 
(3.3) 
0 
0 2~ 2~ y'KB +w v'KB- w 0 o-r= 1 0 0 Q-1= 2v'"KB 2v'"KB 
1 -1 1 -1 0 ~ ~ 0 v'KB v'"KB 
Equation system (3.3) may be rewritten in the evident form 
au (du) ar (du) 1 (dp) a 2 (du) 
at - di z, - 2~ dt x, -~ dt x, -~ dt "' (3.4) 
1 (dp) 
+ ~ dt x
3 
+ <Pr = 0' 
aw (dw) f3r (dw) . 1 (dp) {32 (dw) 
at - di x, - 2y'"KB di z, - y'"KB dt z, - y'"KB di z, (3.5) 
1 (dp) 
+ v'"KB dt z, + ¢ 2 = o, 
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ap 1 (du) a2 (dp) 1 (du) a 1 (dp) 
at -~ dt .2 - ,;E:A dt • .,+ ,;E:A dt · •• - ,;E:A dt •• . (::1.6) 
1 (dw) /h (dp) 1 (dw) fJ1 (dp) 
-.,fEB dt Z2 - y05:B dt Z2 + y05:B dt z 3 - y05:B dt Zo = o, 
where a 1 = ,;E:A + u , a2 = ,;E:A- u , (J1 = y05:B + w , (J2 = y05:B- w . 2 2 2 2 
From eq)lation system (3.4)-(3.6) it is easy to deduce the complementary 
equations on the boundary. 
1. At the left boundary 
a. For the inflow (wn = -u < 0) 
(3.7) 
b. For the outflow (wn = -u > 0) 
• Equation (3.5), 
• Equation (3.7). 
2. At the right boundary 
a. For the inflow (wn = u < 0) 
ap 1 au 1 (du) 1 (du) 1 +a~ (dp) 1 (dw) 
at + a2 at - il<2 dt . z; - a2 dt •• - a2,;E:A dt x, - y05:B dt z, 
fJ2 (dp) 1 (dw) (J1 (dp) 1 
- .,fEB dt Z2 + y05:B dt Z3 - y05:B dt z3 + a2 rP! = o. (3.8) 
b. For the outflow (wn = u > 0) 
• Equation (3.5) , 
• Equation (3.8) . 
By an analogous argument we can obtain the characteristic form of the equa-
tion system (2.21) 
34 
au_(du) _!(du) _!(dp) _!(du) +~(dp) +¢1=0, 
at dt z, 2 dt x, 2 dt x, 2 dt x, 2 dt .. (3.9) 
aw_.(dw) _.!(dw) _:__!(dp) _!(dw) +!(dp) +¢2=0, 
at dt Xl 2 dt Z2 2 dt Z2 2 dt Z3 2 dt Z3 . ( 3.10) 
ap 1 (du) 1 (dp) 1 (du) 1 (dp) 1 (dw) 
at - 2 dt X2 - 2 dt X2 + 2 dt X3 - 2 dt X3 - 2 dt Z2 
1 (dp) 1 (dw) 1 (dp) 
- 2 dt Z2 + 2 dt Z3 - 2 dt ;,3 = o. 
From these equations we obtain the following complementary equations on 
the boundary 
1. At the left boundary 
• Equation (3.10), 
ap au (du) (du) (dp) 
• at - at + dt z, + dt x, - dt x, 
1(dw) 1(dp) 1(dw) 1(dp) 
- 2 dt Z2 - 2 dt Z2 + 2 dt Z3 - 2 dt z3 - tPl = o. 
2. At the right boundary 
• Equation (3.10), 
ap au (du) (du) (dp) 
e (}t + at - dt Z1 - dt X2 - dt X2 
1(dw) 1(dp) 1(dw) 1(dp) · 
- 2 dt z2 - 2 dt z2 + 2 dt z3 - 2 dt z3 + tPl = O. 
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MQT PHUONG PHAP XAC D~NH GIA TR~ NGHI¢M T4-I BIEN 
...ti"' ' ", 
DOl VUI H~ PHUONG TRINH HAl CHIEU DUNG 
Dg gi<l.i h~ phmmg trlnh N a vier-Stokes hai chieu dli'ng, c"a.n ph;\,i cho t'!-i bien 
hai dieu ki~n bien. Tuy nhien vi~c cho du ca hai dieu ki~n bien tren mqi do'l-n bien 
Ia rat kh6 khan. 
Bai bao trlnh bay m9t phmmg pha.p xac djnh cac gia trj nghi~m t'!-i d.c do'l-n 
bien, rna (y d6 kh6ng th~ cho du d hai dieu ki~n bien, nha vi~c gi;\,i m9t h~ phrrcrng 
trlnh bie'n d<!-ng cua h~ phrrcrng trlnh N a vier-Stokes, trong liin c~ do'l-n bien d6. 
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